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Owners Corporation Network (OCN) 
Submission 

Inquiry into building quality in the ACT 

For this submission the OCN has provided some general comments and background and then 
input more specific to the Terms of Reference. 

Upfront it is also worth noting that the Discussion Paper provided in support of holding this 
enquiry has some basic inaccuracies which suggest the building quality issues are not as 
serious as they are and that the Government has already taken useful steps to address some 
of the issues. Three things to consider: 

1. The number of complaints received by Access Canberra significantly understates the
number of properties affected. First of all many single complaints for Apartment
complexes can cover more than 100 individual units. Secondly the processes for
submitting complaints is very labour intensive and emotional draining for newly
formed often inexperienced Executive Committees representing Owners Corporations
(OCs). Refer Discussion Paper page 4.

2. The Government Legislative changes relative to extending statutory warranty
protection for residential buildings beyond 3 stories will have no positive impact for
properties contracted before 20 August 2017.  There are many properties in this
situation. Refer Discussion Paper page 9.

3. There is still no Insurance coverage for residential complexes higher than 3 stories.
Refer Discussion Paper page 10.

There are several overarching points worth considering before addressing the specific Terms 
of Reference. 

Cultural Change for Developers 

The current Banking and Finance Royal Commission highlights the importance of good culture 
– away from greed and toward a more balanced approach to the needs of the community and
customer service.  Residential strata, now often mixed with commercial premises, is
frequently created by privately owned developers in the ACT.  Their usual intent is to
completely sell all strata units within a couple of years of completion.  As they usually do not
intend to maintain ownership sustainable quality is not a high priority.  They envisage future
maintenance will be the responsibility of the new unwary owners.  Quality can be built in the
ACT and a good example is our new airport and surrounds, largely still owned by the original
developer.
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Maintenance versus Defect Rectification 

No matter what causes ‘defect’ or ‘need for regular maintenance’, the Owners Corporation 
(OC) is legally responsible under the Unit Titles (Management) Act to keep the property in 
good order.  Access Canberra (with input from other stakeholders including MBA and OCN) 
has been working on a Guide for Maintenance Responsibilities and when published this will 
be a very useful document – it could remove some disputes about whether problems are 
defects or lack of maintenance.  The fact remains that OCs could be stuck with significant 
costs to rectify defects and clawing this back from the builder or developer is a very difficult, 
time consuming and costly task.  A recently published Canberra case illustrates this. 

 

Development Approval (DA) 

This needs to be included in this review as it is often the point at which the defect problems 
in strata complexes (particularly Class 2) begin.  Provision of detailed plans instead of concept 
plans and continued involvement of architect and engineers needs to be mandated in 
regulation.  A senior ACT architect highlighted to the OCN the need for the continuing role of 
the original architect and engineers (responsible for initial design) to the completion of the 
project.  Regulation needs to mandate this involvement to ensure supervision of quality and 
compliance with the detail design and use of designated suitable products.  This participation 
should continue until occupancy is completed and should cover all unit areas and common 
property including buildings and landscaping. 

 

Consumer awareness and their part 

Information and education for buyers and owners are important contributions to improving 
building quality.  This was highlighted on page 71 of the Government’s Consultation Report 
Improving the ACT Building Regulatory System released in 2016. Buyers being facilitated to 
undertake better research before committing to purchase could make a big difference to the 
quality of housing stock.  Buyers and Owners expectations and awareness of potential issues 
could reduce problems and disputes bought to Access Canberra, the Supreme Court and ACAT 
and this has been recognised and agreed by executives of Access Canberra.  This consumer 
education could be improved considerably by completion and publication of Guides for 
buyers and owners. 

Regulation and compliance for Apartments and Townhouse Developments (Class 2) versus 
that for Single Block House Building (Class 1) 

The regulations, compliance management, overall processes in Canberra by ACTPLA now part 
of the Directorate for Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development are focused on 
the single house block build (Class 1 Buildings which can be built by Class C Builders) as was 
applicable over 20 years ago before strata developments (Class 2 buildings which should be 
built by Class A builders) began (reference the paragraphs on Functions of Construction 
Occupation Registrar and Building Certifiers page 5/6/7 of the Discussion Paper provided for 
the Inquiry).  With a reduction of regulation and streamlining of process in this area, resources 
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could be transferred from Class 1 buildings to Class 2 to address the major issues in strata 
complex development and building. 

Additional background 

In response to a recommendation of the Building Quality in the ACT report (the Report 
September 2010), the ACT Government committed to undertake a policy review of the ACT 
Building Act 2004 (the Act) and the associated regulatory and administrative system. 

Although the report was developed in response to community concerns about compliance 
with building standards in apartment buildings, an initial review (around 2013) was to ensure 
the regulatory system remains effective over time and keeps pace with changes in industry 
and community expectations for the built environment across all types of buildings. 
 

Since 26th July 2010 when Minister Barr, then Minister for Planning, held the Building Quality 
Forum with 31 participants across every aspect of the Property Development and Real Estate 
Sector and this Forum group discussed and identified the serious issues with buildings in the 
residential strata sector, there have been many Focus and Working Group Meetings which 
have identified the dozens of issues which need addressing in a variety of ways to deal with 
the huge drain on the ACT Electors resources.  Self-Regulation by Developers, Builders, 
Architects, Engineers, Building Certifiers and the Real Estate Sector have not produced and 
delivered buildings to the community without serious defects.  Before deregulation and when 
buildings were still certified by government employed certifiers as suitable for occupancy 
there were at least two high rise residential strata buildings in south Canberra that seemed 
to satisfy reasonable standards and delivered in line with the expectations of buyers. 

The main objectives of building regulation are and should include: 

• to protect the health, safety and wellbeing of the public by setting minimum standards 
for the design, construction, maintenance and use of buildings and other structures 

• to provide affordable and cost-effective housing built to proper standards at the 
outset and not requiring protracted negotiation about defects, extensive rectification 
or legal disputes 

• to protect those involved in the construction process from incompetent or unfair 
practices. 

Building regulation must also be responsive to emerging technologies (but not revert to using 
cheap non-standard, non-compliant imported products) and ideas that can provide significant 
improvements to the built environment or industry practices and conditions. As well as 
protecting people, an effective and efficient building regulatory system will also support a 
strong construction industry.  Relative to use of imported non-compliant products the OCN 
understands there is a National Report (State and Territory Building Ministers are responsible) 
due in the very near future.  Input from this Report and any evident short comings (based on 
our experience with buildings in the ACT) needs to be taken into account in the recommended 
reforms. 
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Responses to Terms of Reference 

The Standing Committee on Economic Development and Tourism resolves to inquire into and 
report on the quality of new buildings in the ACT and any potential or actual causes of poor 
building quality in the ACT with particular consideration given to: 

1. The certification regime for the building and construction industry including; 
a. Review by certifiers of the initial building plans; 
b. Compliance by builders with the building’s approved construction plans; 
c. The adequacy of regulatory mechanisms to ensure compliance with approved 

construction plans; 
d. The role of inspections and audits in the regulatory process; and 
e. The appropriateness of current practices for appointing certifiers, including  
f. addressing the potential for conflicts of interest. 

Response:  

It should be recognised that the developer is the first owner of the property where a strata 
property is to be built.  As the owner they currently have the right to appoint the certifier.  
They often are not considering the owners to whom they sell. 

a. The problem starts before this as the initial building plans or developer approved 
plans are lacking detail so the certifier has insufficient detail to carry out their 
review task in a sufficiently professional manner.  Regulation needs to mandate 
that original architects and engineers who are part of the Design team should be 
engaged to supervise against their plans until the project is complete.  The 
certifier will then be in a reasonable position to ensure inspections are carried out 
on an expanded range of inspection points.  This approach was recommended by 
the previous ACT Chief Architect.  He also recommended the architects and 
engineers should be licensed and carry Professional Identity Insurance and 
engineers should provide design certificates to support certifiers and Government 
inspectors in their roles. The Building Act 2004 (ACT) should be amended to make 
developers as well as builders liable for breaches of statutory warrantees. This 
would bring ACT into line with NSW. 

b. Class 2 buildings should only be built by Licensed (and tested) Class A builders.  
Access Canberra and the ACTPLA part of EPSDD should ensure this happens.  The 
recent Legislative change to test Class C builders will have no impact on strata 
developments where Class A builders are involved.  These organisations with the 
certifiers should then ensure compliance with the approved detailed construction 
plans.  Stop work and rework at the cost of developer and builder should become 
the new order. 

c. Self-regulation and Government guidelines to builders and developers is not 
sufficient to achieve basic quality and by this we do not mean elite quality kitchen 
and bathroom fit-outs but basic non-leaking, fire safe, glazing safe, tiles firmly 
fixed, with structural masonry and paint finish that lasts a reasonable number of 
years, adequate ventilation/air conditioning and sufficient concrete and steel of 
the design detail quality. 
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d. Government audits and inspections need to be increased for Class 2 buildings.  
The over regulation and inefficient processes covering Class 1 buildings could be 
streamlined and resources diverted to the Class 2 constructions.  A Building Board 
funded from building and development fees could be established to address this 
on behalf of Government. 

e. This Board could also be charged with managing license compliance of 
professionals and allocation of certifiers to developments as a means of removing 
lack of independence of certifiers and conflicts of interest. 

 

2. The merits of standard contracts or statutory requirements in contracts covering build 
quality. 

Response: 

There should be no compromise on the basic components of build quality.  For the whole 
building, common property and individual units the basics for quality include: non-leaking, 
fire safe, glazing safe, tiles firmly fixed, with structural masonry and paint finish that lasts a 
reasonable number of years, adequate ventilation/air conditioning and sufficient concrete 
and steel of the design detail quality.  Changes by builders (often dictated by the employing 
developer) not in line with the approved DA or BA should not be tolerated by the regulator 
and if they occur the supervisory group should insist on return to the approved planned build 
at cost to the developer and builder.  Innovation and flexibility should not be terms to allow 
use of “unfit for purpose” imported products in steel, glass or cladding which cause obvious 
safety issues including fire and falling debris.  Mandating more detailed plans from the 
developer at DA time (possibly creating a 2 stage DA process – with Stage 1 approving 
‘concept/sales purpose plans’ followed by approval of the final detailed plans gives some 
certainty for the financial investment) would reduce these problems. The Government should 
require developers to ensure adequate funds are spent on proper design development 
leading to better specifications and detailed drawings for builders. 

 

OC and Developer Contract 

In the view of the senior ACT architect we consulted, it should be mandated by regulation, 
that upon occupancy and creation of the Owners Corporation (OC), that a contract be 
established between the developer and the OC for addressing all common property (building 
and landscape) issues.  This would require a change to the Unit Title legislation.  With this in 
place the OC then has the same rights to arrange rectification for common property defects 
as the individual unit owner has for defects in their own unit.  Developers should be held to 
contract obligations for 10 years after completion of the project.  It is worth noting 
developers, builders and other professionals have capacity for insurance coverage in the case 
of building defects but the owners in strata have no such capacity. 
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Buying off the Plan Protection 

Buyers of units already built have a level of protection within the Unit Titles (Management) 
Act by the receipt of a 119 Certificate which states any issues with the property, however 
buyers off the plan do not have the same protections to cover defect rectification when 
buying from the developer.  Minister Barr’s Paper in September 2010 also suggested a 
Developer/Builder Bond to be held to cover the costs of defect rectification.  This cost may be 
passed on to owners at initial purchase but owners may well be willing to pay more for 
reduction of risk and it could be a sales feature for developers. A building bond scheme has 
been introduced in NSW. 

 

Statutory warrantees value 

The ACT needs to increase Statutory Warrantee values in line with other jurisdictions which 
are $350,000 per unit and these values should be increased in line with building cost 
increases. 

 

3. Industry skills accreditation and ongoing professional development including; 
a. The breadth of the occupational licensing regime in the ACT; and 
b. The suitability of ongoing skills education and practices within the industry. 

Response: 

a. The breadth of licensing in the ACT needs to be expanded to cover trades 
associated with the more critical building quality issues highlighted in 1 c above 
and for architects, engineers and building certifiers and these professionals 
should all carry PI Insurance.  PI Insurance should also be carried by builders 
and developers at levels to cover the cost of rectification work which has been 
regularly in the order of $5m and on at least 2 complexes as high as $20m. 

b. We agree with MBA that it is critical that trade and professional skills and 
knowledge need to be regularly updated. 

 

4. Processes and practices for the identification and rectification of defects including; 
a. Current mechanisms available for defect identification and redress; 
b. The effectiveness of those mechanisms to ensure rectification in instances where 

standards have not been met; 
c. The adequacy and accessibility of those mechanisms especially for individuals or 

body corporates; and 
d. The effectiveness of efforts to address “phoenixing” – the transfer of assets from 

an indebted building company to a new one to avoid paying its liabilities. 
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Response: 

The only mechanisms at this stage rely on OCs bringing expensive building consultant 
evidence to ACTPLA or Access Canberra or to the Supreme Court.  These approaches provide 
a motivation for some developers and or builders (mostly publicly listed companies) to begin 
discussions on rectification.  The minor rectifications some might carry out often involve the 
use of “temporary fix products” like silicon or simply using the same products and contractors 
who created the original defect. 

Some private family owned businesses in Canberra do not consider loss of reputation a big 
issue and they would prefer to rely on fighting any legal battles.  A “Naming and Shaming 
Register” that Minister Barr suggested worth considering in 2010 might help correct this 
attitude. Such arrangements or Buyer Information sources exist for many other less valuable 
products such as cars, white goods and restaurant services. The private companies 
understand that OCs are made up of large groups of people who may not all agree and in 
particular some of the owners involved may see legal action as reducing the value of their 
property.  Some developers have also been known to maintain enough unit ownership to 
maintain control of OC and EC decisions and so prevent them taking timely action on building 
defects and in some instances, they have been supported by Real Estate Agent associated 
Strata Managers.  In at least 4 recent cases in Canberra courts have found in favour of owners 
but some of these have taken 10 years of significant action and cost and in at least 1 case the 
developer/builder simply took one of their 53 companies into receivership and left the 
owners to rectify at their own cost.  We understand this “phoenixing” may require Federal 
Government assistance. 

Without this Federal Government action to address “phoenixing” the ACT Government could 
insist on greater transparency of Company arrangements at the time of Development 
Approval. The Directors of the development companies are usually well known and often their 
development history indicates where government restrictions to corporate arrangements 
should apply to protect the community. 

In simple terms the Directors of these companies and their family relations are well known 
and with any reasonable Government watchdog authority such as ASIC or ATO there must be 
some way to protect the community.  The Register mentioned above could provide useful 
research information for consumers where developers are involved in practices that are less 
than community friendly – Canberra does have several companies who use innovative 
techniques to increase their profits and maintain control as they see fit.  Do we need a Royal 
Commission to get action from Government? 

The Industry Awards and Promotional Schemes in ACT should be scrutinised as they are often 
misleading and may affect buyer decisions. Complexes should not receive awards until four 
years has passed since their completion.  Lack of defects and sustainability of the complex will 
then be more evident. 
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5. The cost effectiveness of current building compliance and defect rectification practices 
for industry, government, individuals or body corporates and the potential for the 
introduction of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. 

Response: 

There have recently been 4 published major cases where owners have taken 
developers/builders to court and won but some have been hollow victories (due to 
phoenixing, high costs and delaying actions).  The cost of these actions has approached $1m.  
There is only one case we are aware of involving a public listed company and negotiation (an 
alternate resolution mechanism) where the developer covered the cost of successful 
rectification of almost $20m..  The government reports several hundred formal complaints on 
building defects in a year but these numbers would probably be much greater if owners and 
OCs were not faced with significant difficulties and costs as outlined previously. Some of these 
single complaints come from OCs so several hundred more individual properties are affected. 

Poor documentation at the beginning of projects is widely acknowledged as a contributor to 
building defects. Although not all defects are a result of problems with the design, a greater 
focus on the design stage can detect any issues early and be a cost-effective way to reduce 
the need for expensive defect detection and rectification work.  It is worth noting that 
consulting studies and evidence show that work completed properly may cost $1, while if a 
problem is found early during construction rectification may cost up to $10 then $30 if at the 
end of project while builder is still on site and more like $100 if litigation or negotiation is 
required a couple of years after project completion. 

Disputes could be further reduced if regulation mandated that developers/builders provided 
initial complex maintenance documentation and the initial input into sinking fund plans. Refer 
to Maintenance Guides about to be released by Access Canberra and Minister Ramsay. The 
Unit Titles (Management) Act should also be revised to prevent Strata Managers being part 
of Real Estate Companies who previously had and probably continue to have relationships 
with Developers and who put their developer relationship ahead of that with the OC. 

Currently the Disputes Provisions used by the Constructions Occupations Licensing Act relate 
only to licensees but not to developers, architects and engineers.  This needs to be amended. 

 

6. The role of Access Canberra. 

Response: 

Access Canberra is the responsible organisation for compliance management but to date they 
have not used the regulations they already have to achieve this.  They believe they need 
stronger legislation, improvements in detail DA design plans, a better/stronger supervision 
regime (continued involvement of original architects, engineers and independent certifiers) 
and more resources to employ available/qualified building inspectors for auditing.  A scarcity 
of resources could be solved by a combination of the Role and Funding of a Building Board 
and relaxation of regulation and improved processes for the Class 1 buildings (single houses) 
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so that a higher priority could be placed on inspecting/auditing Class 2 (strata complexes). 
Stronger Policing of existing and new regulation is one of the most essential requirements. 

 

7. The regulatory setting or practices in other jurisdictions that could inform consideration 
of any of the above. 

Response: 

It is certainly worth while considering the practices in Queensland, NSW and Victoria relative 
to all of the above.  One key difference in the ACT is due to its size and close relationships in 
the property development sector, the real estate sector and with law firms (and with 
government as has been recently seen on several occasions) and this may require stronger 
government regulation to protect the community. 

Regulation of mixed use (commercial and residential) developments is already mature in 
Sydney and Melbourne in particular.  This type of development is now predominant in high 
profile areas in the ACT but we have a total lack of legislation to cover such developments.  
We must seriously address this issue and mature regulation models are readily available to 
be followed. 

I suggest discussion with and reference to specialist strata lawyers who have worked in NSW 
and ACT on defect rectification cases for OCs. I understand at least one of these lawyers has 
provided a submission and in it references NSW Legislation which would be informative. 

 

8. Personal experiences that could inform consideration of any of the above. 

Response: 

There are several properties recently where court actions have occurred and there is only one 
property where negotiation worked satisfactorily (see earlier comments).  The key difference 
in Canberra is more local private companies are involved.  The government needs to take 
account of this.  In some instances relationships across various property stakeholder sectors 
are too close and conflict of interest occurs more often than in other jurisdictions. 

 

9. Any other relevant matter. 

Response: 

Earlier Reports 

The committee should review earlier Reports created by public servants and contributed to 
by industry and the community including OCN and ensure all previous recommendations are 
considered. 

These reports include: 
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• Building quality in the ACT – Report to the ACT Legislative Assembly September 2010 
– includes a summary of 16 recommendations (a) to (p) and Minister Barr’s 
recommendations 

• Regulation of Design and Inspection Practitioners in the Construction Industry ESD 
December 2013. 

• Submissions to 2013 Report above. 
• Improving the ACT Building Regulatory System EPD November 2015. 
• Submissions to 2015 Report above - the OCN Submission also includes a summary of 

the issues raised at a Public Forum jointly run by OCN and ACTPLA Representatives 
and Individual submissions provided by owners. 

• Improving the ACT Building Regulatory System Consultation Report 2016 – which 
contains the 43 recommended reforms of which we can see less than 5 being 
addressed. 

Legislation Amendments 

The Committee should also consider and highlight where changes should be made to the Unit 
Titles Act and the Unit Titles (Management) Act as reforms are implemented.  Currently 
various disputes and ACAT decisions have highlighted where reform is needed to these Acts. 

 

Economic Cost 

As your discussion paper shows the economic cost to the ACT is enormous. The Economic 
Development and Tourism Directorate should be well placed to understand the depth of 
economic damage.  The combination of these costs added to rates and land tax escalation is 
or will soon impact on both tourism and our important education sector.  Owners of strata 
properties can not and will not continue to provide reasonable rental for students and short-
term family visits for events like Floriade, the Kanga Cup, national and international sporting 
events and block buster cultural events held at ANG, the National Portrait Gallery and the 
National Museum or Library. 

Defects in Class 2 Buildings has a bigger economic cost than the Mr Fluffy catastrophe.  There 
are approximately 60,000 units spread across an estimated 4,500 Unit Titles.  There are close 
to 100,000 electors owning or living in these properties and a significant number of units have 
been affected by poor building work and development.  Banks regularly provide mortgages 
for 30 years but many of these strata buildings will not last this long. Buyers of homes are 
electors and need protection.  A home owner submission contained in the 2016 Consultation 
Report articulated this point very clearly. 

For the money the government receives from initial sale of land to developers, stamp duty 
from the unit buyers and the rates and land tax the unit owners pay and the massive 
contribution to the ACT economy from the residential building sector; unit owners deserve 
better support from the Government. 
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We appreciate the opportunity to provide this submission and look forward to seeing the 
results of the committee’s deliberations. 

Yours sincerely 

Gary Petherbridge  

President OCN (ACT) 
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